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Henry Meloy and Modern Art: An Introduction
Paintings, drawings, and sculpture by Henry
Meloy, contained in the permanent loan from the
Meloy Educational Trust now located at the Montana
Museum of Art & Culture1, represent the
development of modern art in the work of one man
and show stylistic trends in the United States as a
whole. The collection is an educational tool,
Figure 1. Photograph of Henry Meloy, ca.
1940

providing The University of Montana, Missoula,2
student body, faculty, and the general public with a

physical record of the scope of stylistic developments that occurred in American visual
arts between 1925 and 1950. While living and working as an artist and teacher in New
York, Meloy articulated imagery culled from his personal history in Montana3 and the
dominant theories and techniques of his time. His modern expression of the personal and
familiar bridged the gap between his home in Montana and the New York avant-garde.
Meloy thoughtfully considered and implemented modern techniques in landscapes,
portraits, and figures, creating vibrant and expressive compositions. His vision defined a
place for Montana in early to mid-twentieth century art history.
Meloy’s portraiture and representations of the human figure show the important
modern thematic and ideological shift that occurred with the advent of modernism. The
MMAC mounted an exhibition of this portion of his body of work in July, 2007. The
1

In 2001, the University of Montana’s Museum of Fine Arts, Missoula, Montana, was renamed the
Montana Museum of Art and Culture. Henceforth, I shall refer to this museum with the acronym MMAC.
2
I shall also refer to the University of Montana, Missoula, with the abbreviation UM or the term university.
3
Henry Meloy was born in Townsend, MT, outside of Helena, on August 3, 1902, and spent summers there
from 1940-1951.

exhibition, a narrative of Meloy’s artistic progress, portrayed his move from highlyrendered representation to abstract work in his portraiture. Formal elements, such as
sensitive line, used to show detailed features and gazes, in portraits of family members
suggest the close relationships Henry Meloy shared with his sisters, mother, and brothers.
A series of urban portraits and luscious figure studies from the 1920’s and 30’s evince
Meloy’s growing skill. These studies, completed during his education at the Art Institute
of Chicago and Art Student’s League in New York, evolved into a stylistically different
body of work. Between 1940 and 1951, while teaching at Columbia University in New
York, Meloy found inspiration in works by Arshile Gorky, Henri Matisse, and Wassily
Kandinsky. He lists these artists and visits to museums containing their artworks in his
notes, though there is no indication that he knew them personally.4 Saturated colors and
active, bold lines dominated his nudes and portraits of city nightlife in the tradition of the
Abstract Expressionists. These abstractions conveyed Meloy’s passion for art-making,
but they also marked the end of his short career. At age 49 in 1951, Meloy died of a heart
attack in Grand Central Station after leaving an evening class. He had begun to seek
gallery representation at that time, and had he lived longer, his work may have become
better known. Various exhibitions, including a memorial at Columbia University in
1952,5 publicized his work, which eventually came into the trust of the Meloy family.
My involvement with Henry Meloy’s work began when I interned with the
MMAC in May 2007 to research his portraits for their exhibition, Henry Meloy: The
Portraits. As curatorial intern, I reviewed works selected by Manuela Well-Off-Man, the
MMAC’s curator, for the exhibition. I researched the work, Meloy’s personal notes, and

4
5

Henry Meloy, personal notes, unpublished data.
“Henry Meloy Memorial Exhibition, Columbia University,” ARTNews 51, no. 4 (1952), 59.

2

biographical information to write explanatory texts for the show. I also participated in
the inspection and framing of works, mounting the exhibition, and preparing it for travel
within the state of Montana. I became deeply interested in this unique collection as a
result of the process of the exhibition.
The Collection, Part I: Acquisition
Though my involvement with the Meloy collection began with the portrait
exhibition, I felt it was necessary to research the journey of the collection to UM in order
to frame Meloy’s work in a historical context. The collection came to UM through a
series of conversations between the Meloy family in Helena (who moved Henry Meloy’s
work from New York after his death) and the MMAC. Only one other modern art
collection in Montana, the Poindexter collection,6 shows the development of Meloy’s era
in the United States. However, it does not contain any Meloy works. Meloy, a Montanan,
made work that specifically bridges American painting of the
1930’s to 50’s to the state and functions as both a valid
historical artifact and educational tool.7
After Meloy’s death, the family removed his work to
Helena, Montana, where it was kept in storage until 1998. In
the 1950’s, Judge Peter Meloy (Figure 2), Henry’s brother,
donated selected pieces to the Metropolitan Museum of Art
and the Brooklyn Museum of Art in New York, where Meloy

Figure 2. Henry Meloy, Portrait
of Judge Meloy, ca. 1930’s, oil on
canvas, Helena, MT: Collection of
the Meloy Family.

6

“The Most Difficult Journey: The Poindexter Collections of American Modernist Painting” [article online], available from http://www.maaa.org/exhi_usa/exhibitions/archive/journey/journey.html (accessed 22
February 2008). The George and Elinor Poindexter collection, now divided between the Montana Historical
Society in Helena, MT, and the Yellowstone Art Museum in Billings, MT, contains work from many of the
United States’ prominent abstract expressionists. The Poindexters collected this work between 1950 and
1994.
7
Dennis Kern, interview with the author, 25 October 2007, personal notes.
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spent most of his career. In 1959, the Meloy family founded the Henry Meloy
Educational Trust, which sold some of the work and distributed scholarships for Montana
art students.8 Judge Meloy curated the work in various exhibitions over the years, but he
mostly kept the collection in storage, available only by appointment. The Judge’s son,
Mike Meloy, helped with maintenance of the work in Helena, and in the 1990’s became
involved with Peter in negotiations to seek proper care for the collection within a
museum venue.9
Both Judge Meloy and Mike Meloy had explicit reasons to transfer the collection
from storage to the care of a professional organization.
The family recognized that they were unable to care for
and exhibit the work as well as they wanted. Their primary
interests were to maintain the collection in a protected
environment, exhibit the work from time to time, and
obtain professional care for the pieces.10 Meloy’s oeuvre,
which consisted of approximately 3,000 to 6,000 works on
paper and sculpture, required both money and time.11
In the early 1990’s, Montana photographer

Figure 3. Brochure for exhibition at the
Yellowstone Art Museum co-curated by
Dennis Kern and Peter Held, ca. 1992,
Missoula, MT: MMAC.

8

Chronicle of Higher Education reporting, 1998, “The 50 States and the District of Columbia: Montana:
Miscellany,” Washington, D.C.: The Chronicle of Higher Education, Inc., online, available from the
internet, http://chronicle.com/weekly/almanac/1998/states/mt.htm, accessed 28 November 2007.
9
Mike Meloy, interview with the author, 7 June 2007, personal notes.
10
Mike Meloy, e-mail message to the author, 3 October 2007.
11
Sherry Jones, “The Real Meloys,” The Missoulian, July 5, 1998,
http://infoweb.newsbank.com.weblib.lib.umt.edu:8080/iwsearch/we/InfoWeb?p_action=doc&p_topdoc=1&p_docnum=1&p_sort=YMD_date:D&p_product=NFCC
&p_text_direct0=document_id=(%20107E36181817D899%20)&p_docid=107E36181817D899&p_theme=newsbank&p_
queryname=107E36181817D899&f_openurl=yes&p_nbid=X6FS62KWMTE5NTkzMzQwOC42NzQ1OD
oxOjc6cmYtNzA3Mg& (accessed 24 November 2007).

4

Richard Buswell introduced Judge Meloy to Dennis Kern, then curator for UM’s
permanent collection and director of the Paxson Gallery and the Gallery of Visual Arts on
campus. Kern viewed the Meloy collection and began a preliminary discussion
concerning housing the work. Considering the collection’s large size, Kern believed the
best way to store and care for the work would be to divide it between the Holter Museum
of Art in Helena and the MMAC. If the collection were divided, two communities
isolated within Montana’s sprawling landscape would have access to the work, and
neither institution would be saddled with upkeep costs. Kern and Johanna Hayes, then
Director of the Holter Museum, co-wrote a grant to seek funds to distribute the collection
between the two institutions.12 During this process, Peter Held replaced Hayes as
Executive Director and Curator of the Holter. In 1992, Held and Kern co-curated an
exhibition of Meloy’s work and pursued grants (Figure 3), but no funds were attained to
aid the collection or the proposed solution to its care.13
Judge Meloy preferred to keep the collection whole. In 1996, his failing health
accelerated the earnest search for funds to preserve the work. He wrote letters to
“wealthy ‘celebrities’ with Montana ties,”14 including Jane Fonda and Ted Turner, asking
if they would be willing to donate funds to promote the collection. James Kriley, Dean of
UM’s School of Fine Arts, conversed with Kern’s successor Margaret Mudd about the
collection. Dean Kriley felt that it was in the University’s interest to contact the Meloys
about the collection, with regard to the family’s wishes. The Meloy family had UM ties;15
in addition, the University’s mission to serve as an archive for the state appropriately

12

Dennis Kern, telephone interview with the author, 25 October 2007, Missoula, MT, personal notes.
Ibid.
14
Mike Meloy, e-mail message to the author, 3 October 2007.
15
Judge Meloy and his sons graduated from UM’s law school.
13
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meshed with the collection’s educational component.16 Mudd also asked Kern about the
collection, who told her that by that point, good pieces had been taken, and that Held
might want the collection for the Holter.17
Hoping only for an exhibition, Mudd visited Judge Meloy, who tearfully
expressed his concern over his ability to keep the collection intact. Mudd was extremely
surprised to learn of Judge Meloy’s concern over the fate of the collection, and that no
permanent plans had been laid to ensure its future.18 She asked whether the University
could help. Meloy had not considered this idea, but knew that the work needed the
attention of a professional organization. It had been cursorily undervalued by the Meloy
family, and lay disorganized among a disarray of boxes and notes.19 Despite the
conditions of its storage, the collection was intact, and contained the breadth of Meloy’s
development as a modern artist. Mudd directly inquired whether the family felt that the
Holter should house the collection, but sensed that the family wanted other options.20
Dean Kriley was well-informed that many Montana museums, including the
Yellowstone Museum in Billings, MT, and the Holter, wished to have Meloy’s work and
sought pieces from the collection over the years. He advised Mudd to continue
conversations about the collection, as the University could support its educational
component and provide adequate professional care.21 This was an important element in
UM’s potential arrangement for the work. As an intact record of the great changes made
in the United States’ visual arts during the twentieth century, and specifically a

16

Margaret Mudd, e-mail message to the author, 7 December 2007.
Margaret Mudd, telephone interview with the author, 19 November 2007, Missoula, MT, personal notes.
18
Margaret Mudd, e-mail message to the author, 7 December 2007.
19
Ibid.
20
Margaret Mudd, e-mail message to the author, 7 December 2007.
21
Ibid.
17
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Montanan’s artistic progress, Meloy’s work would immediately serve students studying
the visual arts and the state’s artistic legacy if it were on campus. It could receive the
professional care it needed, and with regular exhibition, it would provide a context for
Montana’s place in the modern visual arts.
Mudd met with Mike Meloy in 1997, and proceeded with serious negotiations to
acquire the collection.22 Concurrently, Held was in ongoing conversations with Judge
Meloy about the collection. Held argued for a relationship between the Meloy collection
and the Holter Museum. Judge Meloy was a founding member of the internationally
renowned Archie Bray ceramics institution in Helena and a potter himself; the Holter
received approximately one hundred of the Judge’s ceramic works23 through Kern – by
then employed with the Holter Museum.24 Held stated that it made sense to keep the
Henry Meloy collection in Helena as many of Henry’s paintings depicted the Helena
landscape, which he had painted during summer stays in Montana. Moreover, the
Meloys were a prominent and respected Helena family. The collection was already
housed there, which would cut down shipping and transport costs.25
Peter Held contacted internationally known ceramicist and Meloy family friend
Rudy Autio, who had worked with both Peter and Henry during the founding days of the
Archie Bray. Autio, retired professor of ceramics and a former chair of the Department
of Art at UM, was initially supportive of the collection’s transfer to Missoula. After
speaking with Held, however, his opinion changed. He contacted Judge Meloy, urging
22

Mike Meloy, e-mail message to the author, 3 October 2007.
Peter Held, telephone interview with the author, 12 October 2007, Missoula, MT, personal notes.
24
Margaret Mudd, e-mail message to the author, 7 December 2007. In her e-mail, Mudd stated that this
situation was “very uncomfortable for the family as there seems to have been a misunderstanding between
Mr. Kern, now in the employ of the Holter, and Judge Meloy.” Apparently the Judge did not intend to
donate so many ceramic pieces to the Holter. Mudd stated she was informed of this transaction when she
moved the Meloy Collection to Missoula, and reported the event to Dean Kriley.
25
Peter Held, telephone interview with the author, 12 October 2007, Missoula, MT, personal notes.
23
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him to keep the collection in Helena, citing various reasons from the lack of staff and
careful attention at the museum to the specificity of the Helena landscape and people
depicted in Henry’s paintings.26
Mudd notes that she was kept apprised of conversations between the Meloy
family and the Helena side, but “did not speak with any of those parties objecting to the
loan of the Henry Meloy Collection to the University...though [she] did respond in
writing so that it might be shared.”27 Judge Meloy questioned Mudd about these
objections, which she satisfactorily answered. A space in the Social Sciences building for
the University’s permanent collection would be cleaned and climate controlled with a
grant obtained from Facility Services and campus capital funds. Gallery space could be
made for the collection’s exhibition. With subsequent conversations, the Meloy family
felt most comfortable allowing UM to house the collection. This arrangement complied
with the aims of the Trust, and was proved to be sufficient to care for the work. Between
1997 and 1998, the Meloys made the final and firm decision to transfer the collection to
the MMAC.
Mudd was correct in her assessment of the importance of this collection. Henry
Meloy was an important figure for Montana history, and holding his life’s work was a
privilege and a responsibility.28 Though the Yellowstone Museum and the Holter
already retained some works from the collection, the MMAC received the majority of the
work. According to their agreement, the Meloys retained family portraits in oil on
canvas, some sketches, and ceramic works. The MMAC received approximately 3,000 to
6,000 works on paper, Meloy’s palettes and tools, sketchbooks and notebooks,
26

Mike Meloy, email message to the author, 3 October 2007.
Margaret Mudd, e-mail message to the author, 7 December 2007.
28
Ibid.
27
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illustration proofs, and painted landscapes and portraits. Dean Kriley remarked in a press
release that, “the collection has been the most extensive of any art institution in the state
for some time.”29 Mudd personally moved the collection in two different shifts to
Missoula, and began organizing for its cataloguing and care.30 She immediately began
preparing an exhibit which traveled to Butte, MT, and showcased a Meloy work at a
University auction, which drew an “impressive” bid.31 The Trust shared proceeds from
this sale with the MMAC.
The Meloys did not actually donate the collection to the MMAC. Rather, the
contract drawn in March of 1998 between the MMAC and the Henry Meloy Educational
Trust stipulated that the collection was on permanent loan, typically a step towards a
donation. An outright donation would have brought the work into the MMAC’s
permanent collection, giving it ownership. The option of an extended loan allows the
MMAC long-term use of the work, keeping it within the ownership of the Trust, similar
to a permanent loan.32 The extended loan lacks the permanent loan’s stability. By caring
for the permanent loan, the MMAC gains prestige, but also becomes responsible for the
care, exhibition, and educational component of the work.

29

“Life’s Work: UM Acquires Henry Meloy’s Art Collection,” Main Hall to Main St.: Connecting Campus
and Community, vol. 4, no. 5, July 1998.
30
Margaret Mudd, e-mail message to the author, 7 December 2007.
31
Ibid.
32
Dorothy Dudley and Irma Bezold Wilkinson, eds., Museum Registration Methods (Washington, D.C.:
American Association of Museums, 1979), 412.

9

In the contract, the Trust retains ownership of the collection, and the MMAC
becomes responsible for its maintenance and publicity at its own cost. By the contract’s
terms, the work is salable; the profits of any sales would be divided between the MMAC
and the Trust. Harriet, Judge Meloy’s wife, was concerned with sale of the objects, but
Mike Meloy assured Mudd during their conversations that the MMAC’s most important
duty to the work was its exhibition and care.33 The agreement is designed to
automatically renew itself every ten years. If issues of maintenance or other difficulties
arose during that period, the MMAC or the Trust can terminate the contract with thirty
day’s written notice. The MMAC was also responsible for the transport of the collection.
Without proper maintenance and consistent exhibition, the collection would lose its
educational value.
My fulfilled her contractual obligations by creating a gallery space in Henry
Meloy’s name. Glass doors were installed in the permanent collection’s former storage
space. After tiling, painting, and lighting
it, the campus’ Paxson Gallery moved into
this vacated space. The former Paxson
space became the Henry Meloy Gallery,
which was inaugurated during a ceremony
and exhibition commemorating the
acquisition in October 1998 (Figure 4).
Paxson’s name became a historical

33

Figure 4. Brochure for exhibition commemorating UM’s
acquisition of the Henry Meloy Collection, 1998.

Margaret Mudd, telephone interview with the author, 19 November 2007, Missoula, MT, personal notes.
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Montana reference, while Henry Meloy lent a more modern Montana reference to the
MMAC’s collection.34 With both artists’ names, the MMAC’s exhibition spaces reflected
the comprehensive nature of the University’s entire collection.35
The Collection, Part II: Cataloguing
The Meloy family’s final request was that the MMAC inventory the collection
within a “reasonable” time after receiving it.36 Mudd obtained a Cultural Trust Grant with
which she hired work study employees to preliminarily assess the Meloy collection
shortly before she left the MMAC in 2002.37 This was an “initial aspect” to a more
formal cataloguing, the duty of an official curator.38 Manuela Well-Off-Man, who
currently fills this role, acquainted herself with the collection during Mudd’s final time at
the MMAC,39 and currently ensures the collection’s proper maintenance.
To date, approximately six hundred of the works in the collection have been given
an identifying or “accession” number. The MMAC uses a fairly standard method for
accessioning, or recording the number
of works in its collection. Each
inventoried work in the Meloy
collection has been given a number
which lists pertinent information.
Each work is individually
characterized by a number describing

Figure 5. Henry Meloy, Untitled (Reclining Figure study), ca.
1930’s, Missoula, MT: MMAC, HM 98.01.0320.

34

Ibid.
Margaret Mudd, telephone interview with the author, 7 December 2007, Missoula, MT, personal notes.
36
Mike Meloy and MMAC, contract, unpublished data.
37
Maragaret Mudd, interview with the author, 19 November 2007, Missoula, MT, personal notes.
38
Margaret Mudd, e-mail message to the author, 7 December 2007.
39
Ibid.
35
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the year the collection was acquired, a number identifying the collection consecutively in
the order in which it was received that year, and the object’s number within the collection
(e.g., 98.01.0320). Because the Meloy collection cannot be listed in the Museum’s
permanent collection, the pieces have been assigned a modified accession number
prefaced with the initials “HM” (Figure 5), and are catalogued separately.
Prior to my involvement with the collection, works were inspected for damage,
documented, and recorded in the MMAC’s computer database during the cataloguing
process. Cataloguing worksheets (Appendix A) are hard copy documents used to list
information garnered by inspecting the work. In addition to recording the accession
number, these documents detail the art object’s maker, physical information, value, and
provenance, using a universal vocabulary established in Museum Registration Methods.40
Meloy, impoverished for most of his life, often worked with whatever materials he could
find, stored them wherever he had space, and mounted work with acidic tapes. The work
shows brittle edges due to improper storage and few archival materials. Now, maintained
in the best possible conditions, further wear may be halted, but the damage already
incurred is documented for reference.
Measurements are made of tears, holes, degrees of discoloration, and brittleness,
and recorded on the cataloguing worksheets. General wear, grime, mold, crackling of
varnishes, and warping of paper are also noted. The location of any damage on an
individual piece is described using an abbreviated system. For example, “tear, UL, recto”
would signify a tear in the upper-left portion of the front of the piece (Figure 6). Each
worksheet includes a thumbnail photograph of the piece it describes. The photograph and
information about the work may then be entered into the Museum’s computer archive,
40

Dudley and Wilkinson, 240-4.
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used for reference and publicizing individual
works in the collection. This time-consuming
process will continue until the Meloy collection is
entirely documented.
Since the Meloy exhibit was intended for
travel within Montana, separate documents called
condition reports (Appendix B) are used as records

Figure 6. Detail of Untitled (Reclining Figure
Study), UL corner recto, stained by acidic
tape.

of the state of individual pieces before leaving the Museum. I completed a series of
these reports for works included in the exhibition. These reports list an object’s
accession number, descriptive data, and any damage. Diagrams on the worksheet
demarcate damaged areas on the work. MMAC staff members photograph each piece; the
image accompanies the report. Each institution inspects works and documents any new
damage during travel. Occasional damage may occur to any work of art during transport,
therefore crating, shipping, and packing guidelines are intended to minimize the chances
of harm to the work. Other institutions need to be informed of previous damage or wear,
and refer to the condition reports if any damage is noticed upon inspection.
Once the work is inspected and catalogued, it may be included in an exhibition.
Familiarity with the work’s content gained during cataloguing enables this process.
Though much of the Meloy collection is not catalogued, Meloy’s main themes –
landscape, portraiture, the figure, horses, and abstractions – have been addressed in the
past through Judge Meloy’s efforts to exhibit the collection. Quick sketches, illustration
proofs, and a vast array of notebooks – pieces that are not typically included in
exhibitions – make up a large portion of the work. Although they are not yet accessioned,

13

the MMAC organized them in storage. Many of the catalogued drawings, sketches, and
paintings remain unframed in archival boxes. Selecting work for the portrait exhibition
required sorting these boxes of drawings and paintings to find pieces most suitable for the
exhibition’s theme.
The Exhibition: Research and Writing
During his life, Judge Meloy created booklets (Figure 7) of Henry Meloy’s work.
In these thematic brochures, intended to accompany exhibitions and distribute
information about Meloy further, are outstanding reproductions showing various themes
in his drawings and paintings. These are juxtaposed with quotes from Meloy’s notebooks
and sketchbooks. Mike Meloy donated eight cases of booklets that described Henry
Meloy’s figures, portraits, and notes. The
booklets travel with the portrait exhibition for
sale, and any profits are split between the Trust
and the MMAC.
I wrote the insert text for the brochures
which gave biographical information omitted in
the booklets and explained content of the work
specific to the exhibition. Meloy’s Montana
identity was intrinsic to the show, and the
summary of his biography in the insert text served

Figure 7. Cover of booklet published by
Judge Meloy, showing Portrait of Helen,
Henry Meloy’s sister.

as an educational tool. His personal biography was mirrored in his depictions of family
members and his environment, and tied modern art movements directly to Montana. This
information was necessary to the exhibition, which showed a pictorial biography of

14

Meloy’s style. The summary of this information in the insert quickly informed the
viewer of Meloy’s identity and content in both textual and visual references.
I used Meloy’s biography as a counterpart to the content of his work in the
brochure insert. The work for Henry Meloy: The Portraits was selected to show the vast
scope of Meloy’s portraiture. His thousands of portraits range in quality from caricature
to delicately rendered and detailed representational forms. The exhibition included
exemplary works of varying quality, which corresponded with a variety of themes.
Loose, sweeping caricature marked studies of fast-paced city life (Figure 8). A series of
classroom nudes and drawing exercises portrayed Meloy’s growing sense of form and
rendering skill (Figure 9). Family portraits were the most highly detailed renderings,
showing a high degree of consideration
for both the subject and the
representation. Meloy’s abstractions
from the 1940’s and 50’s were included
in the exhibition to show his shift from
straightforward representation to modern
interpretations of the figure. Like most

Figure 8. Henry Meloy, Untitled (Party Scene), ca. 1930, graphite
on paper, Missoula, MT: MMAC, HM 98.01.0152.

of Meloy’s work, all images in the
exhibition are of relatively small scale, generally between 3” x 5” to 9” x 12”, except for
several 18” x 24” abstractions.
The MMAC keeps a file of past exhibition texts, which I used for initial research
toward the insert text. Different brochures gave pieces of Meloy’s story and the history of
his work. This file includes copies of Judge Meloy’s publications; exhibition pamphlets
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published by the Yellowstone Art Center in Billings, MT (which held an exhibition of
Henry Meloy’s work in 1990); text written and published by the MMAC,
commemorating the acquisition of the permanent loan; and other texts from various
shows. I amalgamated bits of information from these sources in the insert text.
The Yellowstone Art Museum brochure states that both the Brooklyn Museum of
Art and the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York acquired works from the
collection after Judge Meloy showed their curators a portfolio of Henry Meloy’s
compositions, shortly after his death. The Portland Art Museum, OR, also acquired
works. I contacted these museums via email for additional information. For a small
printing fee, the Brooklyn Museum of Art sent a catalogue from a 1954 retrospective held
at the Montana Historical Society (MHS)41 in Helena. I later discovered this folder in a
different area of the MMAC’s archive. The catalogue gave a chronology of Meloy’s
career which included a list of public exhibitions from 1928 to the Columbia University
memorial exhibition in 1952. A gap in Meloy’s exhibition history between 1944 and
1950 corresponds with his period of abstract
exploration and drastic stylistic change.42
This work was exhibited in 1950 at the
MHS, suggesting the foundation of a bridge
between Meloy’s New York style and
Montana roots. This observation was noted
in the brochure insert text.

Figure 9. Henry Meloy, Untitled (Figure Study), ca. 1920’s,
charcoal on paper, Missoula, MT: MMAC.

41

The Montana Historical Society, established in 1865 in Helena, MT, houses the Montana Museum,
where Meloy’s 1950 exhibition was held. I shall refer to the institution by the acronym MHS.
42
Henry Meloy: Retrospective, Helena: Montana Museum, 1954.
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One of Henry Meloy’s abstractions, reproduced in a monograph titled Notes,43 is
listed in the collection of the Metropolitan Museum in New York City. The Metropolitan
revealed another Meloy artwork in its permanent collection included in their online
database. The Metropolitan’s “1953 Report of the Trustees” lists Judge Meloy as a donor
to their American Paintings and Sculpture collection, and two works, Black and Yellow
Abstraction and Horse are noted under “Gifts Received.”44 Peter, shopping for
prestigious collections to care for Henry’s work even at this early stage, donated the piece
to the museum. There is no conclusive information regarding a previous connection
between Henry Meloy and the Metropolitan, other than he had access to the museum
while living in New York. Their acquisition of his work is a testament to the value of the
collection as a whole. Though listed as a collecting institution,45 the Portland Art
Museum did not reply to inquiries about their collection.
The MHS supplied a transcript of an interview between Judge Meloy and Martin
Holt on June 19, 1977.46 Though Judge Meloy created hundreds of ceramic works with
the Archie Bray, he mentions Henry as being “not particularly interested” in firing
ceramics because “he was a painter…he was interested in decorating (and) in modeling
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Peter Meloy, Henry Meloy: Notes, Helena, MT: State Publishing Co., n.d.
“Eighty-Fourth Annual Report of the Trustees for the Year 1953,” The Metropolitan Museum of Art
Bulletin 13, No. 1 (Summer, 1954), http://.links.jstor.org/sici?sici=00261521%28195422%292%3A13%3A1%3C14%3AATTC%3E2.0.CO%3B2-X (accessed 16 October 2007),
16.
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Gordon McConnell, “Henry Meloy: Record of a Life,” Henry Meloy: Five Themes, 1945-1951 (Billings,
MT: Yellowstone Art Center, 1990).
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Judge Meloy, interview by Martin Holt, “The Oral History of the Archie Bray Foundation,” 19 June
1977, transcript, Montana Historical Society, Helena, MT, 1-2. In this interview, Judge Meloy describes the
beginnings of the Archie Bray foundation in rhythmic, rambling prose. Needing to “find something to do,”
Judge Meloy began making ceramic pots in 1920. In the 1940’s, he used Archie Bray’s brickyard to fire
his and Henry Meloy’s ceramic objects. He “had and acquaintanceship with the ceramic department in
Bozeman (at Montana State University), and [he] knew of Rudy (Autio).” Knowing Autio’s fine art
interests, he suggested that Bray hire him for manual labor at the brickyard, where he could also fire pottery
in the kilns. Autio later gained local and international fame as a visual artist, and taught ceramics at UM.
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clay.”47 Ceramics were a ground on which he could carve his designs. The interview
focused on Peter’s involvement with the Bray, but his brief mention of his brother
provides insight toward Henry Meloy’s focus. Meloy was deeply invested in twodimensional abstract explorations at this time. It also describes the relationship between
Rudy Autio and Henry Meloy. Meloy’s influence would later manifest in Autio’s
ceramic works, which were eventually included in the 2007 portrait exhibition.
These sources contained scattered bits of Meloy’s biographical and professional
information. One source, for a Yellowstone Art Museum brochure with text written by
Gordon McConnell, provided a fairly complete biographical narrative. In addition to
description of the five themes found in Meloy’s work, it gave a thorough summary of
Meloy’s short life. I used text written by Gordon McConnell, Assistant Director of the
Yellowstone Art Museum, to summarize Meloy’s biography and date works in the
portrait exhibition. McConnell begins with an account of Meloy’s youth in Townsend,
MT, and his studies under landscape painter Elmer Boone. He traces Meloy’s story from
high school correspondence courses in commercial art to a scholarship from the
Lockwood School of Design in Kalamazoo, MI. En route to Kalamazoo, Meloy stopped
at the Art Institute of Chicago to visit friends. Impressed with the Art Institute’s
collection of old master and nineteenth century paintings, which revealed a broader
capacity for art beyond commercial drawing, he began his formal training there.48
This text omitted a reference to an article later found in Meloy’s notes. During
the summer of 1925, Meloy and a companion from the Art Institute hiked between

47
48

Ibid.
McConnell.
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Chicago and Montana, painting and drawing the landscape.49 Though the article contains
some discrepancies – referring to Meloy as “Edward,” for instance – it provides evidence
of Meloy’s adventurous personality. This event located the beginning of Meloy’s east to
west travels and his continuing interest in western themes. I did not find these drawings
in the collection, but considered this information important to describing Meloy’s
personality and his role as a modern artist, who embraced the changes occurring in his
environment.
In 1926, despite the offer of a scholarship at the Art Institute, he moved to New
York to study at the National Academy of Design under Robert Henri. Assisted by his
background in commercial art, he supported himself by illustrating covers for pulp novels
and magazines.50 His knowledge of caricature helped him succeed in Henri’s classroom
assignments. Drawings of scenes of city life evoke Henri’s Ashcan School subjects of
the first decade of the century.51 These portraits of café scenes, dancers, and night life
conveyed the movement, personality, and manner of their subjects with expressive line
and sweeping gesture. As portraits of figures in urban life, they made fitting images for
the exhibition. Henri’s contributions to Meloy’s formal training were obvious in many of
Meloy’s portraits.
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“Two Young Artists Spend Months in Mountains to Obtain Realism in Pictures of Great West,” The
Rocky Mountain News, Denver, Colorado, October 25, 1925, Main section.
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McConnell.
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William Innes Homer and Violet Organ, Robert Henri and his Circle (London: Cornell University Press,
1969), 159.
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The Ashcan School’s subject matter focused on grimier aspects of urban
American life, in response to restrictive academic procedures.52 It evolved intoAmerican
Scene Painting, a quasi-realist, regionalist style depicting mostly mid-western and urban
scenes in American life, in the 1920’s and 30’s. This paralleled international movements
such as Die Neue Sachlichkeit in Germany and the muralist art of Socialist Mexico. In a
Baudelairian sense, these movements celebrated the “vitality that the painter saw around
him in everyday situations.”53 Meloy’s contemporaries, particularly Reginald Marsh
(Figure 10), used this style to establish American identity both socially and in the visual
arts. These artworks used a mostly subdued palette, distorted perspective, and packed the
picture plane with figures to evoke the congested nature of urban environments, and the
social and cultural manner of urban inhabitants.
Meloy’s Untitled (Party Scene) (Figure 8) is
an excellent example of the urban realist style, and
depicts his belief that “great art seems to exist in the
here and now.”54 It departs from academic portraiture

–

notable in his drawings of family members – in favor

of

more active, gestural line. In direct contrast to more
somber academic works, two central figures mock a
third lying on the ground; these three are surrounded
by other party-goers strewn about the picture plane.
The composition’s loose caricature appropriately

Figure 10. Reginald Marsh, Coney
Island, 1936, tempera on panel, 59 ¼” x
35 ¼”, New York: Syracuse University,
http://www.artchive.com/artchive/M/m
arsh/coney_island.jpg.html (accessed 2
February 2007).
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M. Sue Kendall, “Ashcan School,” Grove Art Online, Oxford University Press, [accessed 1 February
2007], http://www.groveart.com.
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Ibid.
54
Henry Meloy, personal notes, ca. 1930-40.
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describes a sense of figures in motion and captures the unhinged nature of the party in its
swirling, circular composition. Soft graphite lends itself to the dark-to-light value shapes
and sweeping line that form the structure of this composition, and creates an active,
sketchy mood. Though this was not a revolutionary style, it helped publicly form
American identity and exposed urban realities that were shunned by elites and
academicians. Its attention to formal elements such as line, shape, and value provided
Meloy with a basis for future abstractions, as well – the active caricature allowed him a
freedom with line and rendering form, which he cultivated in figural abstractions in the
last decade of his life. These portraits were important elements in the narrative of his
artistic progress, made visual in the MMAC’s exhibition.
Meloy moved to the Art Student’s League to study under John Carroll in 1927.55
A series of figure studies evinces his continuing practice and study of form. Caricatures
and sketches of various models develop into rounded representation, articulated in
expressive nudes. When describing his model in his notes, he states, “When she stands
close to me, I feel the volumeness of her….My senses are aware of the incredible
curiosity of the near side of her and he way the surfaces slide away from me to come
together in the back, giving her a powerful actuality in form.”56 Rendered in contour
further defined by curvilinear shapes of value, these voluptuous figures convey a tactile
sense of the human body. Meloy clearly communicated a sensual, visual experience
through these portraits. The figures served as examples of Meloy’s growing
representational skill and evidence of his attention to form. A combination of his practice
in caricature and his understanding of highly representational form provided the whole
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McConnell. Reginald Marsh also studied here during Meloy’s time.
Henry Meloy, personal notes, unpublished, ca. 1940.
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foundation for the distilled, abstracted figures he would later make, which completed the
narrative of his work in the exhibition.
According to his resumé and the chronology listed
in the 1954 exhibition catalogue, after graduating from the
Art Student’s League in 1929, he spent summers in
Woodstock (where the League had a summer school) until
1933. There he met Ruth March (Figure 11), a young
actress with whom he developed an involved romantic
attachment. She was a frequent figure in his portraits,
despite a hiatus in their relationship between 1940 and

Figure 11. Henry Meloy, First
Drawing of Ruth, 1931, graphite
on paper, Missoula, MT: MMAC.

1950. She introduced him to actress Katharine Cornell
(Figure 12) who became an ardent promoter of his work. The Stage magazine used his
portrait of Cornell as their cover in September 1938; a copy of the magazine was
included in the exhibition.57 Besides this commission, he
completed easel paintings for the Works Progress
Administration and the Public Works Administration
through 1935. From 1936-39, he completed other
“painting, portrait, and mural” commissions for New York
City and Woodstock. A list of private collectors detailed
on his resumé, some credited only by last name, are the
assumed owners of these commissions, as well as “various
high schools and public buildings” in New York.58 Though

57
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Figure 12. Henry Meloy, Portrait of
Katharine Cornell, featured on the
cover of the September 1938 issue of
The Stage magazine, Missoula, MT:
MMAC.

Katharine Cornell, “I Wanted to Be An Actress,” The Stage, September 1938.
Henry Meloy resumé, unpublished data, ca. 1950.
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the MMAC maintains much of his
collection, it became apparent from these
documents that Meloy’s work was spread
further through the United States than I
originally thought.
In 1940, while living in New York,
Meloy completed a WPA mural for the
Hamilton, MT post office. This mural, titled

Figure 13. Photograph of Henry Meloy with Flathead War
Party, ca. 1940, collection of the Meloy family.

Flathead War Party, depicts Flathead Indians engaged in combat with their enemies, the
Blackfeet (Figure 13). The mural is one of several projects the WPA offered Meloy
(Appendix C), and is maintained in excellent condition in the Hamilton, MT, post office’s
museum (Figure 14). The post office created explanatory plaques regarding objects in
their museum, including the mural, but these gave little information about the painting.
The location of this mural was noted as
biographical content in the brochure text.
For a period of eleven years which
included the Great Depression, Meloy,
though working, made little money. He did
not enjoy a steady salary until he was hired
by Columbia University in New York to
teach life painting and drawing in July

Figure 14. Photograph of Flathead War Party in Hamilton,
MT, post office, 2007.
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1941.59 According to his notebooks, he studied
works by Arshile Gorky, Henri Matisse, Willem
de Kooning, and Wassily Kandinsky. At
Columbia, he taught alongside German
expatriate George Grosz and western artist
Frank Mechau. In fact, Meloy and Mechau
became close friends and competitors. They
applied for Guggenheim awards and painting
appointments, and Meloy filled Mechau’s
position after he left Columbia. Mechau’s early

Figure 15. Henry Meloy, Untitled (Seated
Figure Study), ca. 1940’s, ink and watercolor on
paper, Missoula, MT: MMAC.

death in the 1940’s foreshadowed Meloy’s own a decade later.60
Meloy stated in notes dated approximately to the 1940’s, “I don’t want to paint
things as they are but as they could be and will be.”61 This statement suggests his
growing fascination with purely formal concerns. With the influences of colleagues at
Columbia and artworks in New York’s museums, Meloy began to abstract the subject
matter so familiar to him (Figure 15). He maintained a basic realism as the foundation for
these abstractions until, near the end of his life, his work pushed toward pure nonobjectivity. The MMAC’s portrait exhibition showed Meloy’s experiments with
abstractly composing the figure, rendering his designs with a more formal than
representational direction.
Meloy’s figural abstractions show attention to Matisse’s line studies of the figure
and interest in composing structure with color. Matisse worked in this way from the
59
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Ibid.
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beginning of the twentieth century; Meloy belatedly made this evolution. The United
States’ visual arts as a whole were behind the avante-garde, but in the 1930’s and 40’s,
Meloy’s peers moved from regionalism into abstract expressionism – a highly emotional,
non-objective, and particularly American stylistic development. This movement, which
involved many Works Progress Administration artists (like Meloy), diverted from
regionalism’s social context in favor of the profoundly personal.62 Meloy began to make
the move toward abstraction by using imagery personal to him, then distilling it to the
“tensions of the artist’s immediate circumstances,” an issue addressed by abstract
expressionists, in his images.63
Arshile Gorky, one of Meloy’s
artistic models,64 succeeded in distilling
personal subject matter in his painting
Garden in Sochi (Figure 16). In this
painting, Gorky renders a memory from
his Armenian childhood with the “free,
non-representational calligraphy”
indicative of Abstract Expressionism.65
His intensely colored, abstracted
biomorphic forms are detached from

Figure 16. Arshile Gorky, Garden in Sochi, 1943, oil on canvas,
31” x 39”, New York: MoMA,
http://www.artres.com/c/htm/CSearchZ.aspx?o=&Total=19&FP
=13942762&E=22SIJMYAUQJT1&SID=JMGEJNDA0NSCF&
Pic=15&SubE=2UNTWAMXHVOK (accessed 2 February
2007).
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calligraphic line, suggesting a series of “spontaneous automatic gestures,” also
characteristics of abstract expressionism.66
It appears that Meloy sought similar effects in
many untitled abstract figural paintings (Figure 17).
His use of calligraphic line and color stylistically
parallels Gorky’s paintings, but his images seem to be
more experiments than finished works. They lack the
underlying layers of personal experience, and fight to
convey the tactile sense of form shown in more
highly representational figure studies. Works more
akin to Matisse’s voluptuous figural line studies
achieve this effect with greater success, though they

Figure 17. Henry Meloy, Untitled, ca. 1950,
ink and watercolor on paper, Missoula, MT:
MMAC.

are anachronistic with the current stylistic trends. The exhibition included more finished
figural abstractions to illustrate his successes in abstracting his subject matter.
Meloy’s notes reveal his belief in the emotional, sensual, and active nature of artmaking embodied in abstract expressionist paintings, but he struggled to show this
content in his abstract works. His work also holds some Abstract Expressionist stylistic
indicators and its personal nature, but his short life and continuing experiments with the
figure as source material prevented his work from becoming revolutionary. Still, his
work is an important marker of Montana’s place in modern American visual arts and as
an educational tool. The collection, records of his influences, and musings on design,
found on the backs of receipts, letters, and in notebooks, inform my explanation of his
content.
66

Ibid.
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In 1950, Ruth March contacted Meloy
after ten years of marriage, two children, and a
pending divorce. They rekindled their
relationship, which encouraged Meloy to actively
seek additional employment and gallery
representation. Notes and letters reveal he
pursued galleries, museums, and universities,
while maintaining his position as painting
instructor at Columbia.67 He continued to work
towards non-objectivity, shown in the painting
now in the Metropolitan Museum’s collection in

Figure 18. Henry Meloy, Black and Yellow
Abstraction, ca. 1950, ink and watercolor on
paper, New York: Metropolitan Museum of
Art.

New York (Figure 18). He secured the exhibition in Helena in 1950 – his last
documented show. On April 5, 1951, Meloy was found “dead on a bench” after he
collapsed in the Marble Hill station of the New York Central Railroad.68 His obituary
(Figure 19) states that the husband of his sister Caroline, Mauck Brammer (whom Meloy
has painted many times and with whom he
was living), identified him (Figure 20).
The Meloy family responded to this
tragic end with faith in Henry’s legacy.
Throughout the decades, they sought a home
for the collection. After Judge Meloy’s
Figure 19. Fragments of Henry Meloy obituaries, The
New York Times, April 1951.
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death, Mike Meloy maintained the family’s portion of the
collection in Helena. As the main source of family history,
he was contacted for an interview for information towards
the exhibition texts. He identified family members from a
CD-ROM containing images of portraits in the family
collection, which aided labeling descriptions for the
exhibition. He generously agreed to lend the Missoula
exhibition several paintings of family members. These

Figure 20. Henry Meloy, Portrait of
Mauck Brammer, ca. 1939, oil on
canvas, Helena, MT: Collection of
the Meloy Family.

paintings explained the scope of Meloy’s portraiture. They exemplify the range of
Meloy’s technical skill and enliven the content of the exhibition with their color and
larger scale.
I began writing the brochure text after this interview. I chronologically ordered
pieces of information garnered from various sources, which also allowed me to
tentatively date many objects in the exhibition. By combining this information, the
viewer was given a summary of Meloy’s life specifically related to the theme of
portraiture. Meloy’s biography itself contained the explanation of the work’s content,
which I attempted to convey with the insert and brochure.
Barbara Koostra, Manuela Well-Off-Man, and Karen Rice, the MMAC’s
Director, Curator, and Programs and Publications Coordinator, respectively, reviewed the
insert text. The two-page finished insert (Appendix D) contained a concise biography
and interpretations of three modes of portraiture seen in the exhibition: family portraits,
urban portraits, and figure studies. Each set of subject matter defined a different time
period in Meloy’s work with some overlap among figure studies. I organized these
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categories of subject matter into subsets of fully rendered portraits, caricatures, and
abstractions. I gave the visual narrative described in the portraits verbal language to
explicate Meloy’s artistic development and the content of the exhibition. After text edits,
I learned Adobe InDesign™ to format the document and add images which helped
explicate the text.
Mounting the Exhibition
In June 2007 – about a month before the exhibition –
Lucy Capehart, Registrar of the MMAC, and I traveled to
Helena, equipped with packing materials, condition reports,
and a digital camera, to retrieve the paintings. The paintings
– all portraits of family members (Figure 21) – and one
ceramic portrait of Carrie, Peter and Henry’s mother, were
still stored in Judge Meloy’s custom warehouse on the

Figure 21. Henry Meloy, Portrait of
Carrie Meloy, ca. 1939., oil on canvas,
Helena, MT: Collection of the Meloy
Family.

family property. Each work was measured, inspected for
damage, recorded on condition reports, and photographed. Contracts for the temporary
loan of portraits detailing the dates of exhibition and value of each object were drawn and
signed. We also collected the eight cases of Judge Meloy’s monographs for sale during
the exhibition.
Boxes of Meloy’s letters and notes, scrapbooks containing photographs of his
paintings, and a series of ceramic works were also stored in the warehouse along with the
paintings. Mike Meloy showed these elements of the collection and temporarily loaned a
selection of Meloy’s letters for research. I used some of this information for the insert
text and to verify dates of paintings and drawings. The contribution proved invaluable to
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dating Meloy’s pieces, filling in biographical information, and interpreting the work. We
kept these letters securely with the loaned paintings in MMAC storage. The information
from the letters corroborated previous information found through my research, and
expanded on Meloy’s biography.
MMAC staff members used condition reports and the contract as documentation
of the work in the exhibition. These documents provided the original condition and value
of each artwork, which is essential protection for both parties in case of new harm to any
art pieces. Without these documents, neither Mike Meloy, the owner of the work, nor the
MMAC, the borrower, would be able to ascertain responsibility for any damage to the
artwork during travel. We inspected artworks using the original photograph before initial
transit and again after transit to the MMAC. Each institution receiving work during the
exhibition is responsible for inspecting work upon receipt and before shipping. Though
typically the duty of the registrar, I assisted in condition reporting with both the registrar
and the curator.
I summarized information from the exhibition brochure in an explanatory wall
text (Appendix E). Printed with the MMAC logo and the title of the exhibition, this
document described the location and content of each work. It was printed in larger font
on two pages, mounted on foam core backing, and used as an introduction to the
exhibition. Placed near the entrance to the gallery, this document familiarized the viewer
with the linear display of framed portraits. Wall labels (Appendix F) listed each piece’s
physical information, including the artist’s name and years of life, date of the piece, title
of the piece, and media. In certain instances, I attributed specific information about a
particular piece, such as the identity of the sitter in a portrait, on these labels. Whether or
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not a visitor took time to read the wall text, label information communicated details of the
works.
Lucy Capehart used measurements taken from individual drawings during
condition reporting to find appropriate dimensions for mats and frames. She ordered
traditional white mats, silver frames, and plexiglass cut to specific sizes. I assisted her by
matting, assembling, and framing works. Capehart, my fellow intern Ted Hughes, and I
mounted mat board on foam core backing with archival linen tape, positioning each
drawing within the mat’s window. Once compositionally placed within this opening, we
mounted the drawing to the foam core with plastic self-adhesive corners or archival tissue
tape, depending on its size. Some of Meloy’s works are enclosed within the picture plane
by one to several inches. Others incorporate the edges of the paper, requiring a close
crop of the mat window frame. We mounted larger drawings with plastic corners. If the
drawing’s edges were close to the edges of the mat window, we adhered tissue tape no
further than 1/16” from the top edge of the piece, adhesive side up. These hangers
suspended from the foam core backing with additional pieces of archival tape. We made
as little contact as possible between tape and fragile drawing to prevent further damage to
the piece. Because each Meloy work has unique, non-standard measurements, these
drawings kept their individualized frames.
A concurrent exhibition of Yellowstone Park lithographs was better designed for
the Meloy Gallery, so we placed the Meloy exhibition in the Paxson Gallery. This space
features a long, narrow hallway appropriate for Meloy’s small scale works. The hallway
allowed enough room to stand away to observe the drawings, but invited the viewer to
move intimately close to them. We placed Meloy’s brightly colored, figural abstractions
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directly behind the Paxson’s glass entrance to entice viewers into the space. These
larger-sized pieces drew the viewer in and encouraged lingering reflection on the rest of
the exhibition.
Rudy Autio passed away after a long illness during the process of this exhibition.
We redesigned the exhibition to incorporate Autio’s work, which was influenced by
Meloy’s abstractions. Though the two met only a few times, the placement of one of
Meloy’s female figures next to a large Autio ceramic vessel decorated with similar
flowing female forms visually explicated their brief friendship. This addition required
some redistribution of exhibition space, and resulted in removing several Meloy portraits,
without altering the content of the exhibition.
Manuela Well-Off-Man, curator for the MMAC, designed the layout of the
drawings in the Meloy exhibition aesthetically, chronologically, and by media and
subject matter. The curator emphasized his artistic progress and his legacy in Autio’s
work through this design. The drawings’ chronological order showed the development of
his artistic career, from portraits of family members to representational and abstract
studies of his environment. Family portraits, figure studies, gestural urban scenes, and
finally abstracted figures narrated Meloy’s stylistic development, which neatly segued
into the Autio memorial.
Fellow intern Ted Hughes, Registrar Lucy Capehart, and I patched walls,
pedestals, and shelves in preparation for the show. Repair materials were specific to each
object; for instance, though very similar, pedestal paint was a warmer white than gallery
wall paint. Bill Queen, Assistant to the Curator, built custom shelves which were painted
to match the walls; these were used to exhibit a copy of September 1938 The Stage and
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the ceramic portrait of Meloy’s
mother Carrie. A showcase
window, displaying examples from
the two exhibitions, required brown
wall paint to cover patched nail
holes from previous exhibitions.
We placed brass hangers on the

Figure 22. Installation view of Henry Meloy: The Portraits in the Paxson
Gallery, Montana Museum of Art and Culture, Missoula, MT, July 2007.

wall using a 57” eye level. We
prepared the space and hung the work over several days, which resulted in the visual
narrative of Meloy’s work and his legacy in Autio’s ceramics.
The show opened on July 13, 2007 (Figure 22). Wall text on one side of the
gallery entrance, mirrored by text for Autio’s work, introduced Meloy’s portraits.
Meloy’s narrative of portraiture began with a photograph of the artist with a painting of
Judge Meloy followed by a succession of small scale portraits of family members and
figures rendered in graphite and charcoal on paper. These were punctuated at the other
end of the gallery with the ceramic portrait sculpture of Carrie Meloy and oil paintings
lent by Mike Meloy. On the facing wall, graphite and charcoal caricatures of urban life
were followed by ink and watercolor figural abstractions and portraits of musicians.
These abstractions were met by Autio’s large scale ceramic vessels, their surfaces
accentuated with carvings and drawings of female figures and horses. The brightly
glazed vessels, elaborately decorated with line, provided stable balance for the oil
paintings they faced.
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The Traveling Exhibition
The MMAC advertised the exhibition to the public through color postcard mailers
(Appendix G), press releases, and their online newsletter. In the previous year, with the
consent of the Henry Meloy Educational Trust (the owners of the collection),69 it was
promoted to other museum and gallery venues through the Montana Art Gallery Directors
Association, or MAGDA. This organization, founded in 1972, brings the visual arts to the
Montana public by financially and communicatively assisting Montana art institutions.
By sponsoring traveling exhibitions, MAGDA keeps widespread Montana galleries and
museums in contact with each other and collections public.70 Each year, MAGDA board
members review proposals for traveling exhibitions. During annual MAGDA booking
conferences, proposals are accepted by participating institutions via PowerPoint™
presentations and are subsidized by MAGDA. Meloy’s work continually generates
interest for Montana galleries. It marks a period of great national change, and gives
Meloy’s view of his era with content specific to Montana.71
MAGDA scheduled Henry Meloy: The Portraits to travel within Montana to
Bozeman, Miles City, Billings, Colstrip, and Great Falls, MT, from August 2007 through
September 2008. Well-Off-Man created a catalogue of condition reports and guidelines
to travel with the exhibition while preparing work for the initial show in the Paxson
Gallery. She included in a binder labeled with the exhibition’s name outgoing condition
reports for each piece; clear guidelines for unpacking, inspecting, and repacking works;
and an inventory list of exhibition pieces (Appendix H). It is the duty of each institution
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to follow the guidelines delineated by the documents in this binder, and make notes for
each successive institution in the tour.
Museum Registration Methods details specific guidelines for packing and crating
artworks.72 Paintings and the ceramic sculpture lent by Mike Meloy were only for
exhibition in UM, so guidelines were followed for the two-dimensional, framed
drawings. The exhibition binder included a crate inventory list with images, to indicate
to each venue which artworks were packed within each crate. This binder provides
documentation of works to compare any damage occurring within the crate or between
institutions. In case of loss during transit, the crate inventory list also details which
artworks are missing. It is imperative that institutions refer to the crate inventory list in
any of these cases, and report damage immediately to the originating institution.73 We
packed the entire binder within birch and pine crates lined with waterproof foam
constructed by Bill Queen. Measurements taken during the framing process gave exact
dimensions for the construction of the crates. Queen built the crates using a sliding-box
method to pack several paintings into one crate. We incised foam sleeves cut to a
uniform outer dimension with the exact dimensions of individual artworks. I assisted
packing each piece individually within the sleeves, making alterations as needed to fit the
artworks into the foam. We tightly packed these sleeves into the crates, and placed
additional foam on top of the foam sleeves to firmly lock the drawings, preventing
movement during shipping. Queen lidded the crates and bolted them with hex screws
and washers. We marked lids to orient the top and the fragility of the crates’ contents.
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The curator created mailing labels with the next institution’s address and affixed them to
the lids of the crates. We shipped approximately sixty framed works inside three crates.
With MAGDA, the MMAC insured works against damage or loss during transit
and at other institutions. According to Museum Registration Methods, “insurance is not a
substitute for the precautions taken by museums in safeguarding their collections, but it is
a means of compensating them financially if loss or damage occurs. It is a truism that a
museum should put its money into safety and security before insurance.”74 If the work is
adequately protected while it is maintained in-house and during shipping, then insurance
is an extra safeguard for the originating institution. Typically it is the duty of the registrar
to insure works, since he or she is most involved with the packing and shipping of
exhibitions.75 Because they facilitated the exhibition, MAGDA was involved in its
insurance. The exhibition loan agreement among MAGDA, the MMAC, and the Helen E.
Copeland Gallery at Montana State University in Bozeman states that the exhibit is
insured for “not less than $500,000 from the time the exhibit arrives at Gallery and during
shipping to the next institution.”76 This price would be used as financial protection
against accidents and reparable damages. If works are completely lost, the insured value
can be used to purchase new acquisitions that may “to some extent” substitute
irreplaceable works.77 Institutions must note damages in the condition report binder
included with the exhibition, and should contact the originating institution to describe the
damage.
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Insurance is imperative when shipping works of art. Because carriers assume
only limited liability, insurance protects institutions involved in traveling exhibitions
against most damages. It is the duty of individual institutions to understand the
specifications by which carriers accept freight.78 The Henry Meloy portraits were shipped
using Bob’s Pickup and Delivery service; a family owned and operated trucking service
limited to the Montana and North Dakota highways (Figure 23). Each institution
receiving the exhibition is located on this company’s service route. Shipping rates are
based on a variety of classifications, including weight, origin, destination, and additional
services.79 Though they give no specific
rules about packaging, Bob’s carries
several shipments at once to ease costs,
so packages must be labeled clearly to
ensure correct delivery.80 Correctly
packaged and carried within a limited
area, artworks should not suffer damage
due to climate change or mishandling.

Figure 23. “About Us,” Bob’s Pickup and Delivery,
http://www.bobspd.com/aboutus.htm.

In an ideal situation, artworks would be shipped exclusively by companies who
deal only in fine art objects. Climate controlled trucks designed for the transport of
artworks create a safer moving environment for long-distance traveling shows. Since this
exhibition was intended only for show in Montana, MAGDA used Bob’s Delivery
service. Their trucks are in transit only for a period of hours, but climate changes
78
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necessitate a twenty-four hour acclimatization period for the artworks.81 Bob’s has a
sound record with few or no mishaps, and are trusted by MAGDA to safely ship
artworks.82
Conclusions
The safety of the traveling exhibition is ensured by meticulous attention to
inspecting, packing, and shipping works. Proper maintenance of the collection at each
institution and in storage at the end of the exhibition’s tour guarantees its long life span.
Meloy’s importance as a modern artist with a Montana identity is preserved in the
maintenance of his work. With museum care and public exhibition, this collection will
continue to educate students of art and the general public of the great changes made in
visual arts in the United States during Meloy’s lifetime and in his art. Barring any
dramatic circumstances, the contract for the permanent loan of the collection will
automatically renew next year. The MMAC has demonstrated through its careful
attention and exhibition of the collections its capability to fulfill its duty to the Meloy
collection.
My involvement with the MMAC, particularly with the Meloy collection, was
two-fold. As curatorial assistant, I performed research towards creating a biography and
explanatory text for the portrait exhibition. As intern, I assumed several different roles
throughout the process of the show. Like Mudd and many others who had spent time
with it, I became enamored with the collection. Both my research of the collection and
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my participation in the exhibition’s process gave me an interesting, challenging, and
engaging experience. I was thrilled to handle this Montana-specific collection, an intact
record of stylistic changes, from Ashcan realism to early Abstract Expressionism. I
attempted to convey my excitement for this outstanding example of Montana’s artistic
legacy and of twentieth century visual art through writing for the exhibition. This larger
document serves as a record of my involvement with the exhibition and an explanation of
previously undocumented aspects of the collection, but I hope it also communicates the
worth I attribute to my experience with the MMAC and Meloy’s oeuvre.
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Appendix A
Example of a Cataloguing Worksheet (recto)
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Appendix A
Example Cataloguing Worksheet (verso)
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Appendix B
Example of a Condition Report
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Appendix C
Letter from Works Progress Administration to Henry Meloy
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Appendix D
Insert for Exhibition Brochures (recto)
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Appendix D
Insert for Exhibition Brochures (verso)
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Appendix E
Wall Text (page 1)

Henry Meloy: The Portraits

Henry Meloy’s work represents an exciting period of change in the history of Montana art and the
American art scene. Born August 3, 1902, in Townsend, MT, he was raised on the Meloy family
ranch. His parents arranged a year of study between 1914 and 1915 with landscape painter Elmer
Boone. During high school, he took commercial art correspondence courses from the Lockwood
School of Design in Kalamazoo, MI. Intent on enrolling there on scholarship in 1923, Meloy
traveled across the country via Chicago, where his professional path decidedly changed. After
viewing the Art Institute’s collection, Meloy decided to register there rather than pursue a career in
commercial art. Though he was offered a scholarship at the Art Institute and attended for two
years, he moved to New York to study beneath Robert Henri at the National Academy of Design.
After a year, financial difficulties incited Meloy to join the Art Students League, where he finished
his formal training under John Carroll.
From 1928 to 1933, he gave private painting and drawing lessons in New York and Woodstock,
drew for western and outdoor magazines, and created textbook illustrations for the American Book
Company. In 1933 he began obtaining commissions from the Works Progress Administration and
Public Works Administration, including a mural for the Hamilton, MT, post office, which remains on
display there today. In New York City, Columbia University hired Meloy in 1940 as a lecturer of
commercial art, illustration, painting, and drawing. For the first time in his life, he enjoyed a steady
salary, teaching winter classes and spending summers painting on the family ranch. Eleven years
later on April 5, Meloy died suddenly of a heart attack while waiting for a train in Grand Central
Station. At this time he was searching out other teaching opportunities and seeking gallery
representation within the New York avant-garde.
The work he left is a record of changes in American art from early to mid-twentieth century. It is
also a document of Meloy’s incredible output, artistic versatility and personal evolution. This
exhibition of portraits narrates his stylistic development. Meloy’s sensitive renderings of family
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Appendix E
Wall Text (page 2)
members are evidence of strong, close relationships and mutual understanding. As willing sitters
with certain gazes, his subjects demonstrate their support for Meloy’s professional determination.
These representational portraits segue into Meloy’s figure drawings and depictions of urban life.
Portraits and figure drawings manifest a sensitivity to form and show his ability, through volume,
space, and line, to create a physical and emotional “feeling” for the subject matter. Urban portraits
attune the viewer to the city’s fast pace. Inspired by Henri and Reginald Marsh, these portraits’
sweeping lines, moving figures, and descriptive environmental information put the audience in the
midst of the activity. Their tendency toward social satire recalls George Grosz, who taught with
Meloy at Columbia University. Meloy’s friendships, depicted in paintings and drawings of
musicians, dancers, and actors, resulted in professional opportunities; for instance, Meloy’s
portrait of the actress Katharine Cornell, with whom he became acquainted through his personal
relationship with actress Ruth March, was used as the cover for the September 1938 issue of The
Stage magazine.
Meloy’s later experimentations in figurative abstraction can be related by his notes to studies of
Matisse and de Kooning. Complex color combinations join with lyrical line and varied shape,
resulting in balanced, harmonious compositions. Meloy said in a letter, “I want to fit in and at the
same time I want to be alive and contribute something of myself.” Singular works incorporating
personal style with abstract expressionist elements do just this, placing Meloy uniquely within the
American art identity. With the persistent efforts of his brother Peter, Meloy eventually gained
deserved public recognition. Several institutions, including the Metropolitan Museum, the Brooklyn
Museum of Art, the Portland Art Museum, and the Yellowstone Art Museum acquired Meloy’s
works after his death for their permanent collections.
The Montana Museum of Art & Culture thanks Mike Meloy and the Henry Meloy Educational Trust
for their generous art loan. In 1998, The University of Montana was privileged to become a partner
with the Henry Meloy Educational Trust in the important task of maintaining and exhibiting the
work of Henry Meloy, which is on permanent loan at the Montana Museum of Art & Culture.
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Appendix F
Sample of a Label Sheet

Henry Meloy (1902-1951)
Photograph of Henry Meloy
with Portrait of Peter Meloy
Ca. 1930’s

Henry Meloy (1902-1951)
Self Portrait in Black Hat
Graphite on paper
Ca. 1918-29

Henry Meloy (1902-1951)
Self Portrait
Graphite on Paper
n.d.
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Appendix G
Postcard Mailer for Henry Meloy: The Portraits
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